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Mountainair Independen
MOUNTAINAIR,

VOLUME IV.

CLUB FAIR

DEFENSE

NEW

MEXICO, THURSDAY,

OX HIGH

COST

CAS OX MIXING,
COXCENTUATIXG & LEECH-rXCOMPAXY ORGANIZED

OF

,
LIVING

Will Install Mill at Scheie at Once
and Expect to He Ready for
Business Soon

Outlines Plans

1

CORN

Each exhibit must consist of
ten similar ears and two whole plants
Silverton and Thompson taken from the field.

Mestinito.
districts.
At Varney, October 15, for Varney
and Cedarvale.
At Mountainair, October 18, for
Cedar
Mountainair, Mt. Calvary,
Mesa,
Piñón,
East
Grove. Chapmán,
Round Mound and Liberty districts.
At Encino, October 22, for Encino,
Negra and Duran.
Number Members in Club Work
There are at this time the following
members working in this county:
Cooking 66, sewing 33, bean growing
54, rpgistered pig 51, Holstein calf
25, poultry 9, rabbits 6. corn 8, and
gardening and canning 9. Total, 261,
General Instructions and Remarks
1. All exhibits must be in the exhibit hall not later than 10:30 o'clock
in the morning of the Club Fair.
2. All exhibits must be graded between 10:30 and 12 o'clock in the
morning.
3. The judges will be people who
are thoroughly qualified and connected with the'U. S. Department of Agri
culture.
4. All final
records and stories
must be sent to the office of the Coun
ty Club Leader at least five days before the fair.
5. Each member, must turn in his
final record and story before he is
eligible to compete for a prize.
6. No recognition or credit will be
given any club member who has not
finished his work, made out final report and written some kind of story
of his year's work.
7. All prizes
will be awarded on
the day of the fair.
8. An "Achievement Day" program
will be given at each fair.
9. Each member
completing his
be
work will
awarded an "Achievement" pin, whistle and other forms
of recognition.
Rules for Exhibit in each Project
COOKING
1. First
Year The exhibit should
consist of six peanut cookies and

three wheat biscuits. Have cookies
and biscuits on separate plates, covered with white paper napkins. Plates
and napkins may be secured free' at
the exhibit room.
2. Second Yar
The exhibit should
consist' of three corn meal muffins
and one loaf of bread.
3. Third Year
The exhibit should
one
of
loaf of bread and one
consist
cake of any variety. Bring both wrapped in wax paper. The cake must
not be frosted.
4. Fourth Year
The exhibit should
consist of one loaf of bread or half
dozen Parker House rolls and one
cake with frosting. Care should be
taken not to spoil the frosting on the
cake.
SEWING
1. Class C. The exhibit must consist of night gown, (dust cap or sewing apron) hemmed towel and two

patches.
2. Class B. The exhibit must consist of apron or dresser scarf, chemise, night gown and (knitted wash
cloth or sewing apron.)
3. Class
The exhibit must consist of (sleeveless sweater, scarf or
remodeled dress), chimese or kimona,
and pillow cases.
4. Pieces should
be well pressed,
bul not washed, unless quite soiled.
If extra work is shown it should be
put up with your club exhibit.

1.

CALF

In exhibiting your calves have
them brushed and as sleek and clean
as possible.
2. Try to have them gentle in order that they may be handled.
1.

RABBITS

members raising rabbits
should exhibit one pair of the best
they have.
2. Make a strong crate for them
with one side opening. Put clean
hay in bottom of box and provide
.with something to eat.
1.

All

BEANS
1. Each exhibit must consist of five
pounds of beans and two whole bean
plants with the most beans on that
you can find.
2. To prepare the exhibit take your
best beans and from them hand-pic- k
your exhibit. Place large plump
beans of the same size and color
and markings, so as to have your
sample uniform.

Washington, Oct.
The United
States council of national defense,
composed of the secretaries of war.
navy, interior, agriculture, commerce
and labor, has made a careful investigation of the
problem, and finds:
That the nation's productive powers have not been fully utilized since
the armistice.
That too few goods, notably the necessities of life, have been produced,
and that even some of these g.os
have been withheld from the market,
and therefore from the people.
That the high cost of living is due
in part of unavoidable war waste and
increase of money and credit.
That there has been and is considerable profiteering,
intentional and
unintentional.
The council believes that the remedies for the situation are:
To produce more goods, and to produce them in proportion to the needs
of the people.
To stamp out profiteering and stop
unnecessary hoarding.
To enforce vigorously present laws
and promptly to enact such further
laws as are necessary to prevent and
punish
profiteering
and needless
hoarding.
To bring about better
and methpd in distributing and marketing goods.
To keep both producer and consumer fully informed as to what goods
are needed and as to what supplies
are available, so that production may
anticipate the country's demands.
Goods and not money are the means
of life. Better standards of living are
impossible without producing more
oods. Man cannot consume what has
not been produced.
At the war's end our allies had desperate need of the essentials of life.
We have had to share our resources
with them, but this drain will gradually lessen. In so far tis our shortage
of goods Is due. to this cause we can
well afford to be patient.
It is just as essential that we have
patience with the economic situation
here at home. The process of production requires time. If production fa
rapidly increased, vastly improved
conditions will prevail in America
when the results of present and future labor begin to appear.
Teamwork is imperative. It is just
as essential between retailer, wholesaler, and producer, as it is between
employer and employe. One group of
producers cannot wait on another
group. Thr; manufacturer, the farmer,
the distributor must each immediately assume his part of the burden and
enter upon his task. TI13 nation cannot afford curtailment of goods vital
to the people.
On American business rests a grave
responsibility for efficient
in bringing about full and proportionate production. On American
labor rests an equally grave responsibility to attain maximum unit production and maintain uninterrupted distribution of goods if labor itself Í3
not to suffer from further rises in the
cost of living.
The entire
nation producer, distributor and consumer alike should
return to the unity that won the war.
Group interest and undue personal
gain must give way to the good of the
whole nation if the situation is to be
squarely met. Albuquerque Morning
Journal.
,

GARDEN

Each member must make an exhibit of as many different kinds of
vegetables as he has growing in his
garden.
In selecting your vegetables for exhibit, elect mature and medium sized
specimens, the kind you would prefer
for the table; not great, big, overgrown vegetables. Try to have each
kind of the same size and shape. Wash
all root crops so as to make your exhibit clean and neat.
1.

CANNING

canned goods should have
the name of owner, kind of vegetables
or fruit and date canned, on label.
2. Remember that
quantity and
variety will count in the basis of
award.
General Premiums for the County
1. One week's visit to the State College for the County prize winners in
the cooking, sewing, pig, corn and
bean clubs,
2. Choice pig, either sex, given by
Hutchinson and Co. of Albuquerque
for the club member's pig showing
the greatest daily gain.
3. Prize for the best kept record in
the County $2.00,
4. Prize for the best written story
in the County $2.00.
5. At any of the club fairs where
other exhibits are being made, club
members may compete for prizes in
such exhibits also.
6. An "Achievement" pin for each
member who completes his work.
Mountainair
Our fair at this place will be held
in connection with "Torrance County
Bean Day."
We trust that all will
make this day a big day for Mountain
air. A program will be sent out later.
We hope no club member will fail to
do his part.
1.

All

--

Cooking Club
1st prize. Aluminum skillet, by
Piñón Hardware Co.; 2d prize, $1.50;
3rd prize $1.00; 4th prize $.75; 5th
prize $.50; 6th prize $.50; 7th prize
$.50.

Sewing Club
prize,
1st
nice
dress pattern by J.
AJ. Wrhite; 2nd prize $1.50; 3rd prize
$1.00; 4th prize $.75; 5th prize $.50;
6th prize $.50; 7th prize $.50;,
Pig Club
1st prize $2.50; 2nd prize $2.00;
3rd prize $1.50; 4th prize $1.00. All
others who exhibit, 50 cents.
Bean Club
PIG
1st prize, 50 lbs. beans by J. A.
1. Make a strong crate with one Cooper;
2nd prize $1.50; 3rd prize
side opening and with plenty of room $1.00'; 4th prize $.75; 5th prize $.50;
for the pig to stand up and lie down 6th prize $.50.
Have some clean hay in the bottom,
Com Club
'but do not use alfalfa.
1st prize $1.50; 2nd prize $1.00;
2. Have
your pig free from old 3rd prize $.50.
manure, hay, etc., and as clean as
Poultry ( lub
possible.

1st prize $1.50; 2nd prize $1.00;
8. Do not refuse to bring your pig
3rd prize $.50.
brcause you think you will win no
Gardening and Canning Club
prize. ' Bring it on, by all means, and
1st prize, hoe and rake by Willard
help ninke a good exhibit.
Mercantile Co.; 2nd prize $.50
POULTRY
Club Organization
1. All members
Mr. R. G. Fostfr, Stre Club Leader
shall select two
pulletts and one cockerel for exhibit.
Mr. C. H. Bennett,
County Club
2. Make a strong crate in which to Leader.
exhibit them with clean hay covering
The following are local Club Leadabout one inch in the bottom, and one ers who are so ably assisting to put
Bide opening so that chickens can be club work over in Torrance County.
taken out easily,
Mrs. J. N. Burton,
Estancia
3. Wire a can to one corner of the Mrs. Viola McGuire,
Mountainair
crate for water. Do not leave water Mrs. Horace Nance,
Piñón
can loose in thd box.
Mr. J, A- Rogers,..., ..Round Mound
-

At High School Auditorium, Friday, O&ober
1

5.

At Estancia, October 10, for Estancia. Blancy, Cedar Grove, Fairview,
Lucy, Moriarty, Mcintosh, New Home,

PROGRAM

G

National Body Makes ('awful Investigation of Situation and

To be Held at Mountainair Saturday, Odober
8th at Schoolhouse

No. 3

ABO

COUNCIL

REPORTS

OCTOBER 9, 191!.

The organization of the Abo Cañón
Mining, Concentrating & Leeching
Company at Scholle, the first of the
week marks an epoch in mining in
this district. That there is a plentiful, almost inexhaustible supply of
low grade copper ore in the Scholle
district has long been known. But
the other fact that with the freight
rate3 so exhorbtant that shipping is
out. of the question, has retarded the
work of mining almost nullified it.
The first of the week, a number of
would-b- 3
orperators on a large scale
who have been working merely on a
small scale, met and decided to organize a company with a capital of
$10,000, and install a mill for treating the ore, to save the heavy shipping expense on the dross.
The company was organized with
the following officers:
Col. G. W.
Prichard, president; Bob Sears, vice
president; Lieut. Arch Hubbard, Secretary and Julius Garret, Treasurer.
$6,000 was subscribed in stock, and
the balance will be taken up shortly.
One of the incorporators was ready
to subscribe and pay for $5,000 in
stock, but it was decided not to allow any one stockholder more than
1500 shares at $1.00 each.
A mill,
practically new, now at Santa Rosa,
has bsen purchased, and work on
tearing it down, for shipment will
commence at once. It is expected to
have it installed and ready for business within about six weeks.
Articles of Incorporation
will be
drawn, signed and filed with the state
Corporation Commission at once, and
the new company will get under way
as fast as the details can be arranged.
With the matter of treating the ore
before shipment cared for, a new life
will be given mining in this distrct
and Scholle will become a large producing district.
HEALTH

DEPARTMENT

ISSUES

RULES

state health department has
ten rules that should be folin case
influenza again beepidemic.
These rules will be
printed on cards and handbills for
general circulation throughout the
state.
No one knows
how influenza
spreads. In fact little is known about
the disease. But the ru;es issued by
the department
are practical and
worth observing at all times to prevent spreading of other diseases as
well. The rule to keep away from
the sick, may not sound exactly
humane, but it is good sense from
every point of view. The less tha
sick are disturbed the better and the
sooner they are likely to mend.
The rules are as follows:
Keep away from the sick.
Avoid the crowds.
Do not use cups, glasses or towels
that anyone else has used.
Get all of the fresh air and good
The
issued
lowed
comes

food you can.

Keep your hands clean.
Avoid the use of sprays or drugs
for preventative purposes. They do
no good and may do harm.
To protect your neighbor
cover
your nose and mouth when you cough
or sneeze. Cough or sneeze toward
the floor or ground.
If you feel sick when influenza is
prevalent, go to bed and send for a
doctor. This protects others as well
as yourself. If you have the disease stay in bed
until entirely well. Pneumonia may
result from getting up too soon.
Help your health officer fight the
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Parker, EastMesa disease.
Mr. W. 11. Burns.
Liberty
Mrs. M.. J. Condit,
Blaney REVIVAL MEETINGS
Mr. Claude Blackwell,
New Home
AT SCHOOLHOUSE
Mrs. G, C. Merr1field,Silverton(Girls')
Mr. B. T. Johnson,
Silverton (Boys')
Rev. Mr. Thrfadgill is conducting a
Lucy series of meetings at
Mrs. J. F. Heal,
the schoolhouse,
Mrs. H. Raff,
Encinb having commenced
last Saturday
Duran night. The
Mrs. R. R. Garner,
attendance has been fain
Negra consirltring
Miss Helen Williams,
the threatening weather
Cedarvale
Mrs. L. O. Foster,
and the further fact that the farmers
Varney
Mrs. L. L. Argenbridght,
are rushed with their threshing. The
Agencies
meetings will continue till the 20th.
Mr. J.. G. Hamilton,' County Agent.
Mr. Threadgill
expected to have a
County Board of Commissioners.
singer
pianist
and
to assist him, but
Here's hoping that every reader of
received
word
dcynTa
she was in the
that
bit
this little booklet will
hospital
and
had
undergone
an operamaking each faiia success, and
tion
and
that
it
would
be
unable for
assist in making
rrance a bigger
her to assist him under thirty days...
county for club'Vork.

...

--

0th, 8 o'clock p. m.

Let the Hills and Vales resound
Voices of

Chorus

the Woods

j

Piano Duet
.
Old Woman in a Shoe,
Come Where my Love Lies Dreaming,
Reading,
Piano Duet,
Little Mother Song,

.

2nd and 3rd Grades
Mixed Quartet

.Estelle Copeland
.Mrs. Behrman and Alice Behrman
Seven Little Girls
i
Mrs, Richardson
Mr vennie Hale
Mrs Martin
4th and 5th Grades

fading,
Solo

Piano Solo,
Folk Dance,
Comin' Thru the Rye,

Gladys Griffin

Rockin' in de Win',

...Girls Quartet

UWH NEVER BETTER
ROBBERS
IX TORRANCE COUNTY
The Reason just closing has been
the best our farmers have ever experienced, taken as a whole. The late
frost of June 1st, demaged some beans
id caused some to be
making them late, but altogether the
crops were never better in the history of Torrance County. Threshing
of wheat is about over, with yields
running all the way to thirty-fiv- e
bushels per acre. Oats, of which there
was a larger acreage than heretofore,
has threshed up to 56 bushels per
acre. Rye and barley have likewise
yielded well. Corn is a bumper crop
with a larger acreage to be harvested.
Estimates run to 50 bushels per acre,
and very little of it. will yield less
than 25 bushels.
There is a world of feed stuff, including hay t,oth native and tame
grasses, including gramma, blue stem,
millet and cane. Then there will be
an immense lot of corn fodder and
bean hulls, besides the wheat and
oats straw and that cut for hay.
The threshing of beans has been delayed by the frequent showers, so
that a great many are waiting for the
thresher.
Those who have threshed
report yields from a few hundred
pounds to 1200 pounds per acre. The
price of beans has been beaten down
to five and a half cents, but it is expected as soon as the first deliveries
those who were compelled to market at once is over, the price will
again advance. The need of every
beangrower having some sort of

bean-warehou- se

apparent

is more

than

ever before.
While a great number of our farmers have threshed and beans are coming to market faster than they can
be handled, it
hard to secure yields
and acreages 'of the various crops
threshed. L. A. Williams u...! J. W.
Jackson threshed their 110 acres and
have 100,000 pounds or 1000 sax of
beans. Leo Striegel threshed 90,000
pounds from 140 acres. John
threshed 90,000 pounds from 120
acres. In each case some acres yielded as high as 1200 pounds per acre,
but other portions of the crop because f'of later planting or other
cause, yielded less, cutting down the
total average. However each of these
averages is splendid considering the
large acreage.
P. Fitzgerald
has threshed
only
half of his beans, about 25 acres,
which yielded him 23,000 pounds. His
other 25 acres are about as good, and
perhaps a little better. He has just
purchased this half section for $3000.- 00, and this years bean crop1 witV
amount to almost as much as tile cost?
Ijpf the land,, to say nothing
of 'ttia
otner crops grown, p
Med-de-

i

11

ACRES COST

rs

sMS.Ofl

Last year L. A. Williams 'purchased
acres of land northeast of Mountainair, including some livestock,
farming toola,,etc, paying therefore
$2000.00. Since then ho has sold some
of the livestock, bringing him $800.00.
He fit ill has a team valued at $185.00
on liand. This year's rent from the
land brought him $1000.00' worth of
beans at market price. This leaves a
balance of $15.00 as the cost of the
land, ahove one year's'rent and the;
sale of stock, etc. This is about as
good as a gold mine.

AND

THIEVES ARE ACTIVE

One night last week the Tabet store
at Manzano was broken into, and
about $150.00 in cash, besides several
hundred dollars worth of clothing and
was taken. Mr.
other merchandise
Tabet was at his farm, having left the
store in charge of his son.
When Lloyd Orme left for Texas,
he left several
boxes and a trunk
packed at his "residence in Mountainair. Some time last week the trunk,
which contained winter clothing, disappeared from the building. Evidently the thief had a skeleton key, as the
door, which had been locked was
found open.
Vestal Shaw had a saddle stolen
from his horse one night recently,
while R. J. Sháw lost both horse and
saddle.
Several of our people have oiled up
their shotguns and loaded them for
bear, ready to give a warm reception
to anyone making suspicious noises
at odd hours.

HELD TO GRANDJURY
Last Friday a preliminary examination was held before the local Justice of the Peace, in the case of the
State vs. Alejandro. Clemente and
Vicente Lueras, Manuel Trujillo being the complaining witness, on a
charge of assault with a deadly weapon. Assistant District Attorney R. L.
Hitt appeared for the state, while L.
C. Hanlon of Willard represented the
defendants. The testimony of Manuel
Trujillo and his wife was taken for
the state, whereupon the defense announced that no testimony would be
offered at this time. The defendants
were thereupon
held to await the
action o the grand jury under bail
of $500.00 each.
Manuel Trujillo was then arrested
under a warrant issued out of Judge
Lobb's court at Willard, charging
lim with assault upon Alejandro Lueras, the case being set for hearing
for today.
UNVEILING

AT MT. CALVARY

On Sunday afternoon at the Mt. Calvary cemetery, north of Mountainair,
occurred the unveiling of the Woodman Circle monument erected at the
grave of Mrs. F. C. Krieger. Addresses were delivered by Mrs. Meadows,
state organizer of Oklahoma, and W.
Burton Thurber, W. O. W. lecturer of
this place. A large crowd was in attendance.
' Another gathering was had at the
EHec'fric Theatre at night, when both
rff 'Ac same parties spoke again. Mr.
Thurber took as his subject "Personal
Reityonsjbility and Fraternity," closing with a poem, "The Faithful Few,"
composed by himself.
,

;

240

TRUJILLO-MUSl-

Z

Oí) Monday morning at 11 o'clock
at tjie residence of the local justice of
the., peace, Miss
Trujillo,
Maclovia
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Placido Trujillo of Mountainair, and Jo3e Muñiz
of San Antonio, N. M., were united in
marriage, the justice of the peace officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Isidor Sanchez acted as witnesses. The newly-wewill make their home at San.
ds

Antonio.

rd

..4..

Miss Corbett and Mrs. Behrman.

A selfish

man

Aicss.in others...

always--,

.'"

hatea

Belflsh.

'.

Ypu hev(er knew a lazy man
was too, .tired ,tu work hU Jaws.

that

V

THE MOUNTAINAIR INDEPENDENT

These figures are for the
auditoriums alone and do not include the extensive convents, attached to each, of which that at
Tabira is most extensive, covering i:i,:577 square feet. The walls
of Abo are much the noblest and
most massive, and those of Tabira
the crudest, though no less solid.
4,8:10.

THE CITIES THAT
DIED OE FEAR
ciouslv and has now been official
ly confirmed by the United States
government in naming the National Monument.
Tabira is thought to be one of
the eleven inhabited Saline pueblos .seen by Chamuscado in 1581.
Onate in 1598 visited the pueblos
and Fray Francisco de San Miguel, chaplain of Onate 's armed
force, began missionary labors
amony them in the same year, although, according to F.W. Hodge,
it was 162! before the first actual
missions were established by Fran
cisco tie Acevedo. It is doubtlessly true of these massive-wallechurches and monasteries, that
they were actually built by the
Pueblo women under the direction of the Franciscans, as is related so quaintly by Benavides.
The story of the "Cities That
Died of Fear," as far as known,
is summed up in one of the monographs of the School of American
Research. The sources lire fully
cited, including Hjindelier, Har- rington, Hodge, Iienavides, Al
bert, WHlison, who together relate a fascinating story. Lum-mi- s
in his "The Land of Poco
Tiempo," gives his impression of
Tabira, saying :
"Mid-oceais not more lonesome than the plains nor night so
gloomy as that dumb sunlight. It
is barren of sound.
The brown
grass is knee-deeand even that
trine gives a shock in this hoof- obliterated laud. The bands of
antelop-- . that drift, like cloud,
shadows, across the dun laud
scape suggest less of life than of
the supernatural. The spell of the
plains is a wondrous thing: At
first it fascinates. Then it bewilders. At last it crushes, it is sure
as the grave and worse. It is intangible but resistless; stronger
than humanity.
When one cannot otherwise escape the plains,
Mexico.
one takes refuge in madness. But
The site is an imposing one,and on a sudden, the tension is relievwhether one approaches over the ed. A mile to the south, where a
Abo highway or on the road from whalcback ridge noses into the
Santa Fe, the impression of the uncanny valley, stands out a
ruins is one of ghost liness. They strange ashen bulk that brings us
lie on a hill that dominates a vast back to earth. Wan and weird as
expanse of country. The walls it is, it bespeaks the
e
preslhat project above the surface art? ence of man, for Nature has no
of blue-gralimestone, while the such squareness. I do not believe
country round about has a pecul- - that the whole world can show
larly forsaken, isolated annenr- - elseu-flicl- i
uili1
lirir (lint n Uní'
anee, heightened by a broad river dream into eanvasa ghostlincss so
of fine sand in which "there is nojapropos. Stand upon the higher
vegetation. Except for a well or ridges to the east, and it is all
two that have been sunk nearby, spread before you, a wraith in pal-nwater is to be found for many lid stone the absolute ghost of
miles although, it is almost cer- - a city.. Its ashen hues which seem
1am, that when Tabira was oecn-ithover above the dcswl irwi
pied by its hundreds of busy
by the sombre blotches of
llln il
men lucir Niis a inounteous the junipers;
its indeterminate
i",
spring, which was plugged and gray hints, outspoken at Mast in
buried whon the people abandon- the huge, vague shape that looms
ed the great community house.
in its center; its strange dim outA more interesting trip could lines rimmed with a flat, round
hardly be planned anywhere in world of silence but why try to
the United States than' a visit to tell that which has no telíing?
"The Cities that Died of Fear." Who shall wreak expression of
In addition to the pueblo and mis- that speceral city? Come nearer,
sion ruins, each with a character and the spell dwindles but it is
of its own there are beautiful never broken. Even as we pass
mountain and forest scenery, vil- our hands over that forgotten
lages like Manzano with its an- masonry of pale limestone, or
cient orchard and
clamber over fallen wall
ti.
lake, the Ciant Spring nestled in tangible tubbing of material toe
a small vale under immense pine the unearthliness of the haggard
trees, Punta de Agua, Mountain- scene does not wholly cease to asair, the Estancia Valley and the sert itself. Only. Ave know now
grim salt .and alkali lakes, are hue that it is not a ghost-city- ,
which
a few of the points of interest. the next breeze may waft away.
Starting from Santa Fe, or from Tt is a ruined pueblo again but
Albuquerque, one should allow such a pueblo Not in size nor in
three days for the round trip; architecture there are several
from Mountainair or Belen, two others as large, and some as imdays.
posing btit in color and in setNo excavations have Wen nu vol ting it is alone.
And in Ihe
"
conducted on a large scale at W(stt'n' terminus of the village,
Gran Quivera, but treasure hun- just on the brow of the slope that
ters, lured by myths of buried falls away to the strange valley
gold and gems, have turned over thar looks across to the sombre
every part of the ground and Mesa de los .Juma nos, is another
opened caverns and pits. It was and a gigantic ruin, whose like is
at Oran Quivera, that the old Pue- not in all our North America. Its
blo culture was thrust farthest V'all:,'. thirty feet high and six
eastward in this region for any feet thick, roofless and ragged at
length of time, and it was there the top, 202 feet front and 101
that it was in constant contact feet in greatest depth, are of the
with the Plains Indians of the :ame spectral bluish-gralimeSouthwest.
stone, broken into irregular hut
prisms and firmly laid
Tabira was not the Gran Quiin
adobe
vera sought by Coronado. Colonel
inortar.
Ralph E. Twitchell in his "Lead- "Of the three great churches that
ing Facts of New Mexican His- of Cuarai is largest, having a floor
tory," tells how Tabira was first area of .", 020 square feet. That
given the name of Gran Quivera, of Tabira comes next, with 4,978
lich has clung to it no tena- - square, i'et't ; and then Abu with

churches built by the
had
New Mexico
Franciscans,
landed
Pilfrims
years before the
at Plymouth Hock. Authories are
not agreed when the first, was
built, but it is more than 300 years
ajro. None of the original structures survive, although here and
llicre one of the present churches
is built on the site and perhaps,
on the walls, of those first Christian sanctuacies in what is now
the I'nited States. Nor is it quite,
certain that the walls of the Pecos
mission, that are still standing,
are those constructed in the days
of Uenavidez. in fact, the evidence is rather the other way. Nor
is the San Miguel chapel in San-f- a
Fe, the temple built by the
Franciscans in the early days of
Santa Fe, nor is it the oldest
church in the United States. One
must go to the Saline pueblos in
the Manzano mountains, to Abo,
(.'uarai and Tabira to find the
picturesque ruins of the Franciscan missions built and abandon
ed prior to the Pueblo Revolution
of 1G80. With them one finds the
mounds of "The Cities That Died
of Fear," or "The Cities That
Were Forgotten," recalling one
of the strangest
romances of
American history.
The most extensive
of these
missions and pueblo ruins of this
country of mystery that stretches south of Santa Fe and east of
the Manzanos to the weird alkali
and salt lakes, is Tabira, or as it
is better, though
less correctly
known, "Gran Quivera." The
church and one half of the pueblo
ruins as .well as several prehistoric sites nearby have been sef
apart by presidental proclamation
as a National Monument. One
half of the main community house
mound adjoining, is the property
of the School of American Research and the Museum of Ncav
Mission
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FOWLS

'.NTATFMEXT OF THE OWNERSHIP,

ON

THE

RANCHES

The whole Rocky Mountain region
is deplorably short of poultry pro-

ducts at the very time they are making the most money. Poultry can be
kept on our ranches and dry farms
without any more care and will proThe pueblos of Abo. and Cuarai had duce just as big profits as in any other
each a tiny but sufficient rill; but Ta- part of the United States, but we
bira is absolutely dry. There is neith- must give their poultry the study and
er spring nor stream in thirty miles. care that other people are giving. A
But this is hardly a rare thing among few 0f the things that will change the
Pueblo ruins; and it is well known fowls from a bill of expense to a
machine are good houses.
that the aborigines were wont to kill
their water when forced to ...abandon or at jeast a warm roosting place;
.
.
.
V,A
a town, lesi 11 gave ronuun iu me better stock ; a better system of f :ed- enemy. We know, not only by rec ing; and more study of the require-- 1
ord, but by eyesight, of several cases nients of the birds.
The house need not be a costly afwhere, with infinite labor, the Pueblos
actually obliterated a spring to keep fair,
with paper between, and large glass windows a
it from their savage neighbors."
Citing Bandelier:
house that is hot during the day and
"I have already said the Quivlra damp and filled with foul air during
was situated near the southern apex the night, where the white frost colof the triangle formed by the Mesa de lects on the walls and roof during the
los Jumanes. From Manzano the dis- long cold spells, to melt and come
miles, and down into the litter and make it damp
tance is about thirty-fiv- e
it is seventeen from the northern rim and disagreeable the first warm day.
of the mesa. The space between that In such houses and under such conrim and the ruins is a gradual slope, ditions the birds are always catching
covered with grass and without per- cold and roup and other diseases
manent water. At the foot of the flourish. Such houses can be greatly
improved by removing one of the winruins, on the west, lies the Medaño,
a sandy gulch, above which rises a dows and putting in its place a cur
hill of gray limestone, a promontory tain made of unbleached sheeting that
of the ridges bordering the Medar.o is removed during the day and put it
on the east. On this hill, which is in place at night.
quite narrow and dotted with the
If the house seems too cold for the
usual scrubby conifers, lie the ruins, birds it can be still further improved
the larger church occupying its westconstructing a roosting closet.This
erly brow and overlooking a vast ex- is made by dropping a curtain, simi- panse of singular bleakness. In the lar to that one in the window, from
west, the summits of the Socorro and a pojnt directly over the front edge
Magdalena mountains perp over the of the roosting board to the edge of
wooded border of the Jumanes pla- this board, thus confining the birds in
teau; in the south, an undulating a small space which they will quicklevel dotted with black shrubs stretch ly and easily warm. If the birds have
es towards the dim mass cf the Sierra been allowed to run at large and roost
Blanca; in the east, over dreary ridg- about the shed or any other convenies and hills, rise the mountains of ent place, these conditions can be
Carrizozo, the Sierra Capitana, and rrpotly improved by building a roost-!n- g
the Gallina, rugged, dark, forbidding;
closet in some suitable place and
while the north is occupied by the watching the birds unty they become
sloping surface of the plateau. Not accustomed to roosting in it.
a trace of a spring has been discover
When the straw becomes wornout
ed near the ruins; not a brook trick- and dirty, clean out the house and
les down from the heights in their put in fresh straw. A little time spent
vicinity.
each week in cleaning off the roost
"In this arid solitude the massive board will be well repaid in freedom
edifice of the church, with the mounds from disease and insect pests among
of the pueblo, look strangely impres- the birds. Lime or ashes under the
sive. From the west the church can roosts helps to iieep down the ppsts
be seen miles away, a clumsy paralle-lopipe- d and whitewash is always in order.
of gray stone; from the north- The house being provided, if best reeast, through vistas of dark cedars sults are desired the stock must be
and junipers, the ruins shine in pallid examined. Instead of keeping a bunch
light, like some phantom city in the of mongrels, get some of the standard
desert.". El Palacio.
breeds that have bren bred for several generations for egg
The birds that have been bred solely
for show purposes are out of place on
SMILES
the farm. Field and Farm.
profit-ma-

king

i

double-boarde-

One afternoon a tourist got off the

d,

In the Probate Court in and for
Torrance County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the estate of
; Mutagen
nt, circulation, etc., reImboden, deceased:
Frank
quired by the act of Congress of Aufor Publication
Notice
gust 24, 1912.
is hereby given that at
Notice
Of Independent published weekly at
a regular term of the said Probate
Mountainair, X. M., for October 1,
Court holden at Estancia, the
1919.
county seat of said county and
State of New Mexico )
state, this 2 day of September,
County of Torrance
HMD, F. Q. Imboden, was duly apBefore me, a notary Public in and pointed administrator of the esfor the State and county aforesaid, tate of the said Frank Imboden,
personally appeared P. A. Speckmann, deceased.
having
All persons
who, having been duly sworn accord- claims against the said estate are
ing to law, deposes and says that he thereby notified to file the same
is the editor of the Independent, and with the said administrator for
that the following is, to the best of 'approval and payment within the
his knowledge and belief, a true state- - time specified by law. All persons
ment of the ownership, management indebted to the said estate are
etc.. of the aforesaid nublication for hereby notified to make settle- the date shown in the above caption, ment with the said administra
required by the Act of August 24.1912, tor.
(liven under mv hand and the
embodied in section 443, Postal Laws
of the said court, at Estancia,
;soal
and Regulations, printed on the rc t,lis 2 dJ' ()f September,
M
iNverse of this form, to wit:
j

i

-

11010

1.
That the names anil arlrlrpHct a
editor, mnnarirr
of the publisher,
Pilitor nnrt hnslnena msnor. aro- -

Mountainair,
Editor, P.
ntainair, N.

a i
rdls,
Clerk of Probate Coill't

C..1
V'"1
OI

T..1! .. ..

.Mlil.lU

o- -,

X. M.

Speckmann,

A.

Mou-

M.

Managing Editor, none
Business Manager, P. A. Speckmann, Mountainair, N. M.
2.
That the owners are:
P. A. Speckmann, Mountainair.X.M.
Carrie L. Speckmann,
same
3.
bondholders,
That the known
mortgagees, and other security hold-b- y
ers owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of bonds, mort- Rages, or other securities are:
Mountainair State Bank, Mountainair, N. M.
First National Bank, Willard, N. M.
M3rgenthaler Linotype Co., New

SERB CHILDREN
LEARN TO PLAY
The recent opening of the first
playground in Serbia, established
by the American lied Cross, was
an
event for the
of
children
that land into whose
epoch-makin-

g

lives so little sunshine .had penetrated. In Serbia children are
sent into the fields at a tender age
to eke out the family income,
with the result that few there are
who have ever learned to play.
Accordingly, the swings, slides,
s
and
whirligigs
proved
momentary
a
York.
to the youngsters,
P. A. SPECKMANN, Editor. mystification
caught on, and unsoon
they
but
Sworn to and subscribed before me
delight. At the
was
bounded
their
this 8th day of October, 1919.
opening
also
was a picnic
there
(Seal)
John Dcyle, Jr.
pitchers
great
with
of lemonade
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 26.1921. and stacks of cakes.
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Kodaks

-

Pens - Flash Lights

Fountain

Z

A New Line of Eastman Kodaks and Box Cameras. We
carry a full line of Eastman Films, Shaeffer's Fountain Pens,
Daylo Flash lights and Batteries. New stock of patterns and
fresh Bulbs and Batteries.

;

Amble's Pharmacy

t

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

!

Box

New Mexico

Mountainair,

C.
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train at Hot Sulphur

eaters
n

Loa! n eaters
Wood Heaters

1

The mayor of a small towu was
trying a man for abusing his wife.
She claimed he got drunk and tried
to beat her, and she hit him.
The mayor turned to their little
girl and asked:
"Little girl, was your father under
the influence of whiskey when your
mother hit him?"
"No, sir. He was under the kitchen
table." she quickly replied.

Oil Heaters
non na rdwarc & Furniture Co.
Mountainair,

IN.

f.j..T..:..:..:..:

A Jonathan apple, no different
any respect from others of its kind,
stood on a little p?destal in the show
front of a local tailor. .No other advertisement was used but scores of
people were mystified and entirely
uninformed as to "Why the apple?"
Questions were shot at the tailor, as
to what on earth the apple signified.
Finally the tailor esked with a complacent smile: "If it hadn't been for
an apple where voulcl de cloding business bo today?"

ground: the other leaned over and
nailed:
"Arc ye dead or alive, Mike?"
"I'm alive," said Mike feebly.
"Sure, yer such a liar I don't know
whether to believe ye or not."
"Well. then. I must be dead." said
Mike, "for you would never dare to
call me a liar if I were alive."

Father may strike
yhop, but mother can't.

for a closed

te.

i
AUTO REPAIRING

K

AND ACCESSORIES

I
I

Our repair department is m
charge of competent mechanics
and all our work is fully guaranteed. When your ear needs repairing or overhauling bring it to
our garage.
We carry a full line of accessories, and secure parts for all
makes of cars. In putting them

on, we see that all adjustments

are correct.
MOUNTAINAIR GARAGE
Chevrolet Agency
Mountainair, - - - New Mexico

1
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Two Irishmen were working on the
roof of a building one day when one
made a misstep and fell to the

i

v:',:'vvt

.:..:..;..:....:..

Springs and
headed up the street. He met a man
whom he took to be a native. "Pardon
me," said the stranger, "Are you a
resident of this town?" "Yes sir," was
the ready rejoinder. "Been here something like forty years. What can do
for you?" "I am looking for a criminal lawyer," responded the stranger.
'Have you one here?" "Well," reflectively answered the native, "we think
wc have, but we can't prove it on
him."

'

Chevrolet

"FouT-Nlnet-

u"

Touring Car, equipped with
electric lights and starter, highsystem, single
est type
wiring used. Complete lamp
n
equipment, mohair tailored
top, top cover and side
curtains; tilted windshield;
speedometer: electric horn; extra rim and carrier on fear;
complete tool equipment, including pump and jack. Foot
rest, robe rail, pockets in each
door. Prirs (735, f. o. b. Flint,
Mich.
two-un-

one-ma-

THE MOUNTAINAIR INDEPENDENT

URGE SENATE TO

W. lU'ItTON TKUIMlEj!
Al'CTIONEKK
The Man Who Gets the Money
Live Stock and Farm Machinery
a Specialty
Moiinfainair, New Mexico

Channel Cat Fish

HASTEN PEACE

Every Friday"

Leaders in Forty States, Regardless of Party, Sign Ringing
Appeal.

Fresh Oysters
All the time
FRED

AYERS

11.

AND COUNSELOR

ATTORNEY

C, C. Weitz

AT LAW

Of fice Hours: 9:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. m.

Say Every Day of Delay Puts World
in Imminent Peril of New

Estancia, New Mexico
CO.

FARMERS TRADING

Dr. Gaorgo H. liver
Physician and Surgeon

Mountainair, N. M.

General Practitioner
OrriCE

We

MEN'S

Monutainalr, New Mexico

1 1 ATS

i

it prices that will pay you to in
vestíate before buying your Fall
Hat,

R. L. Witt

j

A.ssímíísk Diiirict

Í

'Vohí

We Wc can please- you and
-

teto,

jmcket-book,-

tars

''derny

Will Attend to all Civil Matters

Wiflard, N. M.

s
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Trading Co.j
. . .

-
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Now

MexU- -
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TEST YOUR MILK.'CWS.
!

S

4;-:'-

í'

find out how mu;h butter.-.faTins üill
the. milk carries.
tell you if they a re.. worth
feeding and taking eaVc'; of
next winters One, test 50e
two for 75c or 3 for one dol- t

í

'

'oí.

i)

Lío "3 .

S. J. liLNslAiir,

C.

vite

Manaemnt

Under New

5

i

iYoiJiio.in"

lar, with certified calcula-- .
tions of butter production.
Bring 4 ounce samples on
Mondays, "Wednesdays and
Fridays. C. II. Hector, care of
Ambles Pharmacy,Mountain- '
air, N. M.

i. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Office Practice and Consultation. Trratintr
of Eyps and Flttini? of Glasses a specially

MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.
Office in raer of Drug Store

New York. (Special.) Two huu-dreand fifty leading Americans, Republicans and Democrats representing
forty different states unil every prominent activity, have Joined in a nonpartisan effort to bring about the ratification of the Peace Treaty "without
amendment and without delay." Their
nanus are attached to an address to
the I'nited Stales Semite, which was
made public today,' through the Leagjie
lo enforce Pence, after it had boon sent
to every member of the Senate.
The signers, almost without exception, are men and women of national
reputation. They include such proiuU
nent citizens as
:TaftJ
George YV. YVickcrsham, Attorney General in the last Republican administration; A. Lawrence Lowell, president of
Harvard; Charles ('. Moore of San
Francisco, president of the Panama
Exposition ; .Judge George Gray of
Del.; President Samuel Goin-per- s
of the American Federation of
Labor, Harry A. Wheeler, of Chicago,
retiring president of the Chamber of
Commerce of the United Stales; Mrs.
Carrie Chapman Cult, president of the
National American Woman Suffrage
Association; Cyrus II. K. Curtis, tlw
d

carrv in stock a nice line of

Of DRUG STORE

REAR

Point to National
Unrest.

Notions

Groceries, Dry Goods,

I

War

r
Philadelphia publisher; President
J. Grant of the Mormon Church,
and Spargo, leader of the Socialists-whsupported the war.
The signers declare that every day
of delay in raiifying the treaty puta
the world in ''imminent peril of new
Ile-be-

war."

Their statement follows:

TJIR-EAD-

'

Cloées

Kakn

'
.

Í

Tom VCalker

:::v,'
CUSTOM TAILOR
COTTAGE HOTEL, MOUNTAINAIR, N. M.

NABORS LAND COMPANY

4
4

tlMMiiinroveiiieiits

We sell the Kartli and

Sell Farms

ad

City Property.

What have you

I
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The high cost of living engages the attention of every one
from the House of Congress to the house of old Dan Tucker
From all sources we hear that we are not likely to see much
lower prices this year. So it is up to nil of us to buy where we
can twit our Money's worth. To liny cheap (roods, regardless of
quality, is not economy Buy the best and you will lind it the
( heaiM'st in the end.

t

Orme Mercantile Company
By W. It. OHMU.

4

'

t
1

$

H. HEISER'S HARNESS
BEST IN THE WORLD

t

Finest Line of Harness ever displayed in ílouiitainaír.

Come

j

in and inspect them, if yon are ready to buy or not. .All kinds

j

all leather and chain traces. See them

4

of Work Harness, both
lirs't.

Clem Shaffer
Mountainair,

New

We', can eive 4su exactly what
t j ; T" ;' I
you .want
fullf service or part
with
service
dr; without stor

V

:

age. Let us qupte you

'IS,

prices.--- '

Doeá'yoüf caí need cleaning .,
now? Bring it tb us for a trial.- -! -- ,
,

.

Don't forget our conveniences.
for air and waterjl You need not '
buy from us in order to pake
use of them.
o

V

'

.

!

-

iisfaction
a a tí s
Authorized Ford Agent
at Beal'á Garage

ew Ifiexico

iimissiooer

j

land

FiSing Papers Acknowledged

".'...

"

and Proofs Taken at

I

.

.

Mexico

:.:.;...;

j

reuuons, Applications ana oiner instruments urawn at ñ

-

Reasonable Rates

At

the independent Office, Mountainair

flake Tills Your Bank
Our ii ntn n

fifitiríiníí.n'oa a n .1 tt i n novunnnl
attention will make you feel at home with us.
i

t

wl

i

4 i

ri!

i

c

t
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1

Designated Depository for
FEDERAL LAND BANK

THE

of Wichita, Kansas

State National

Albuquerque, N.

M.

n

.

NO HOUSES TO RENT
Buy a lot and build a home in Moun-

tainair. It is not only a good investment, saving rents, but vviSI
increase n vafue.; Building material
lias advanced less proportionately in
price than :hascHiy other commodity.
The pricess of lojs, in Mountainair
have not yet adv;añced.Gel in on the
t
ground floor and secure a home.

;

V

HERMAN

Full Service
or Part Service

BBS SilULL'ENO

a

:: 4i4..:..:...:..:..:.:':--:'-:vv:-

we have.

Your car will be our car while
left m our care.

.

WOMEN DEMAND

:

f'

facilities

Ex-icuti-

OFFICE NEXT DOOR TO COMMERCIAL HOTEL
Mountainair, New Mexico
.

--

If you haven't the time
have. If you haven't the

:

Fed-.'alio-

At Abo Land Company Office

Í

we

i

.

lands in fee and reJinquislinieiits.

I$uy anil

ming:

c

thereof including

'
trie care of your car
is a hobby with you it ought
to be entrusted to those who
make good care of cars their
business.

Made in it.
Among the signers in Colorado, "New
Mexico, Nebraska, Kansas and Wyo-

1

READY NOW TO TAKE YOUR
MEASURE FOR THE BEST CLOTHES YOU
EVER HAD.

ptl

.

'''

WE'RE

1

indi-rrctl.-

'

THE ARRIVAL OF THE SEASON'EWEST
,
WOOLENS, TÜRE TO THE LAST.
''FOUR
WAITING TO BÉ' TAILORED TO'"'
"
X
ORDER IN

war Car

In the Senate at Washington, now
Colorado.
that the committee on foreign relaMrs. James ÍI. linker, Educator.
tions lias reported t ho treaty, the lines
'
L. Ward Bannister, Lawyer,
are sharply drawn between the immeC. C. Bradford, State SuMrs.
Mary
diate ratification of the treaty of ponce
with Germany, and its amendment with perintendent Public Instruction.
C. A. Duniway, President Colorado
a reassembling of the conference and
'"
College.
reopening
of negotiations that
:
'
5
Guiil or,
C.
Julius
would bring great delay and prolonged
J.
'Melhodist'
McConnell,
Francis
uncertainty in settling the great issues
'"
: ''Vi''-Uishop.
of the peace. Xo partisan plea can be
'
$
Lawyer.'
James
II. Pershing,
made. Party lines are already broken.
John Franklin Shafrolh, ex-'.SI'
Standing at a distance from the fienator.
conflict in the Senate chamber, we
S. Harrison White, formerly Justice
idead for immediate ratification with''
Supreme Court.
;'
out: delay.
Our land requires it, A
New Mexico.'
stale of nervous strain, tension and unNeill B. Field, Lawyer.
rest exists manifesting itself in disNebraska.
turbances, which in some cases have
1
Norrls 'rown,
no self evident connection with the
N.
C.
Dielz, Lumber Merchant.
war, hut which are, in fact, its afterGourd Dielz, Lumber Merchant.
math. The world is put in Imminent
W. A. Eraser, Sovereign Commander
peril of new wars by the lapse of each K'oodmon of the World.
day. Dissensions between us and our
Jeremiah J. Ilarty, Archbishop.
former allies are being sown. We
Edward P. Smith, Mayor of Omnlia.
firmly believe and solemnly declare
Homer C. Stttntz, Bishop.
that the slates and cities in which we
G. W. Wattles, Banker.
dwell desire immediate pence.
Kansas.
The waging of war sleadied and unitC. (). Chandler, Banker.
ed the American people. Ponce will
A. A. Hyde, Manufacturer.
bring prjpcrily, and prosperity conChester I. Long,
tent. Delay in the Senate postponing
'liarles F. Scott,
ratification in this uncertain period of
Frank Strong, President Kansas
.
neither peace 'nor war has resulted in University.
'
'''
William Allen While, Publicist.
indecision and doubt, bred strife and
who
of
cupidity
qtrckeiied the
those
Wyoming.
sell the daily necessities of life and
Harry W. Fox, President State
thi' fears of those whose daily wage no
of Labor.
longer fills the daily market basket.
Duncan MeLood, International
We beseech the Senate to' give the
Board United Mine Workers of
land peace and certainly by n ratificat merles,,
James Morgan, Secretary Miners'
tion which will not keep us longer in
the shadows of possible wars, hut give ih'gn nidation.
the whole world I he light of peace.
Reservations in the naltire of clarifications in tile meaning of the treaty,
not Inconsistent with its terms, will not
require the reopening of the negotiu-t'on- s
with Germany and with our associates in the war, which we all and
each united to win.
P.ut there is no possibility of doubt
that amendment of the treaty, as is Peace League Means More to
.
Them Than ft Can Mean
now proposed by the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, would re.
:
to Men.
quire negotiation and a reopening of
all the questions decided at Paris. DR,
..SHAW'S STIRRING PLEA.
Months oT delay would follow. The
perils of the present would become the
deadly dangers of the near future. All (By the Late Dr. Anna Howard Shaw.)
'lie doubt engendered would aid the - Seven million one hundred thousand
lots for violent revolution in this and men who had laid down their lives In
ther lands. The issues here and else- the great War. Think of It! Seven
where between capital and labor, the million, one hundred thousand young
conspiracy of speculator and profiteer, men had died on the; field of batt'lo!
What does that mean to the women
would nil grow and become more peril- of the world? It means that seven
M'.S.
This cannot be. The American pen- million one hundred thousand women
óle cannot, after a victorious war, walked day by day with their faces
toward nn open grave that they might
permit its government to petition Gergive life to a son. It means that
treaty,
many, which has accepted the
for Its consent to changes In the trea-y- . seven million one hundred thousand
Yet if ilie United Stales should little children lay In the arms of a
ve had made them
amend the treaty for its own purpose mother whose
and policy, Germany would hare full face even the terrors of death that
they might become the mothers of
Gerright to ask for concessions.
many has agreed to make no claim In men.
It means that year after yenr these,
regard lo enemy property seized in
women had put up their lives into the
seven
of
to
amount
country
an
this
lives of their sons until they had rearhundred million dollars. Our recent
of
this ed them to be men. For what? In
foe could ask for a reopening
Uie hope
issue ami of the Lusitnnia claims. It give to that these sons of theirs could
tle world the things for which
becould raise every question open
Voineifidrenni, the things for which
to
regard
submarino
in
fore hostilities
hope and pray and long. These
warfare and the treatment of its na- I'onfenthe things
Veré
that the women had
procountry.
All
the
tionals In this
In their henrts when they gave birth
visions for our trade In Germany to
their sons.
raised by the economic clauses of tl f
-

nnouncinq

treaty, many of them vital to our In
dustries and our farms, as in dye
patents, dye supplies and fertilizers,
the working of the Reparation Commission, which superintends the trade
of all with Germany, could all be
brought up by P.erlin for readjustment
by our negotiators, acting for the
United States alone and no longer associated with other victorious powers
or supported by a victorious American
army on the German border.
Peace itself, the peace of the world,
Is delayed
until ratification comes.
And any amendment postpones peace.
Germany and England alone of the
principal powers have ratified. The
other principals necessarily await our
fiction, influential and powerful as we
are today in the world's affairs. The
ravages of war on more than a score
of fighting fronts are continued by any
needless delay. Let the Senate give
the' world peace by ratification without amendment.
Even the amendment for which most
can be said, the provision in regard to
Shantung, will secure nothing which
cannot be gained jf China, hacked by
the powerful advocacy of the United
States, addresses itself to the inaehinr.
ery for righting international wrongs
and meeting just claims created by ike;
league between mil ions. China, aftw.
eighty years of oppressive treaties and;
tU'spoiled rights, by which all the great,
ivowers have profited directly: or
has for the first time, in this,
covenant and treaty, the menus and,
method to secure justice and the re
moval of the oppressive economic interference fif stronger nations whose,
citizens are within her gates, protected
by a long succession of international
iagreenients. Moreover, it should ho
remembered that the clause regarding
Shantung was made upon the statement by Japan that she will return the
territory to China and, therefore, upon
that condition, compliance with which
promise the league can require.
The peace of the present and the
i ighroousnoss of the future can be best
secured by the ratification of the covenant and treaty without amendment-Let the Senate take no action that will
t,ive any party to the treaty, and espe- -'
dally Gerninny, ground for maintaining that the ratification of the United.
States is not complete and that
changes requiring a resumption of
conference and negotiations have been

'
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under the Act of

If all the newspapers of New Mexico that swipe Albuquerque Journal

without credit or "thank

edjtorlals

you" will send a thrift stamp for each

appropiation the Albuquerque paper
will build a home for use of the fraternity in their old age. Albuquerque Journal.
And if the Journal will "return the'
favor" for each news item it has clipped from the weekly papers and run
under a date line as if sent in by
special correspondence, the weeklies
will be able to furnish the said home
and keep up the running expenses
for many years to come.

iu(tuae

L

CHILPNEN
fi

WEEPS!

SOME

'

BETWEEN
16 IN Li SI YE

AND

MUST ATTEND

We have it on good authority that
Santa Fe has cut a good crop of
weeds in and around that city, for
which we claim a good deal of credit,
having called their attention to the
matter some weeks ago. Of course,
at that time we didn't tell the whole
truth that where Santa Fe had one
measley weed we have a hundred.
The editor broke a headlight on his
jitney the past week on one of the
highways of the county while threading our way through a road with the
wild sunflowers so high on each side
of the road that it was difficult to
see even the sky. We lost our way
In the center of the road and in our
panic crashed into a sunflower stalk
and knocked out the glass-La- s
Cruces
Republic.
The Editor of the Republic is very
badly mistaken if he thinks he caused Santa Fe to sacrifice its enormous
growth of weeds. That Las Cruces
has a hundred to Santa Fe's one we
also challenge. The correct dope on
the subject, brother Bronson, is that
the Forestry Service has taken over
stately weed forests and has marked
the sunflowers for lumber and the
smaller weeds for rail-roa- d
ties and
the logs are now being cut and shipped to the big saw mill at Albuquerque, which has thus been enabled to

resume operations after a five year
shut down for lack of timber. State
Record.
We thought Mountainair had some
weeds, with all the rain we have had
this season, but we can't hold a candle to those saw-logs.

ANOTHER MEETING CALLEI

SCHOOL

Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 7. Replying
to an inquiry from State Superintendent J. II. Wagner, who referred a
communication from County Superintendent R. S. Tipton, of Alaniofectr-do- ,
Assistant Attorney General Harry
S. Bowman has written an opinion
defining the ages ofthose who are
required by law to attend school. Referring to section 1. chapter G9, laws
of 191, the opinion says:
"This section provides that children
between the ages of six and sixteen
public schools of the
"shall attend
itate, etc. Sections 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6
e
schools for
irovide
for
children between the ages of fourteen and sixteen, where such children
are engaged in useful employment
and certificates of such facts are
furnished to the proper school authorities.
"In our opinion, the words 'between
the ages of sfx and sixteen' should
be construed to mean children who
have reached the age of seventeen
that is, the ages of six to sixteen, inclusive, should be used as the ages
within which children must attend
public schools. This is apparent
from the construction of the sections
e
schools, for
providing for
in these sections it is prescribed that
e
schools shall be established for children between the' ages of
fourteen and sixteen years. Unless
the construction above mentioned is
adopted there might be a period between the time that the child reaches
its fourteenth birthday and the time
that its fourteenth year ended within
no schooling could be enforced, and,
of course, such construction of the
statute would obviously be ridiculous.
"We therefore hold that the words
'between the ages of six "and sixteen'
mean from the date the child reaches
its sixth year up to the date that the
child reaches its seventeenth birthday."
--

part-tim-

part-tim-

tp

MUCHOS FUMOLES

Just after noon today a string of
fourteen wagons, loaded with beans
came down Broadway, coming in from
the farms west of town, headed for
the Trinidad Bean & Elevator Company. We grabbed our panorani and
rushed to the Elevator, finding four
other wagons unloading. We securer a snap of the eighteen at the elevator.

LOCALETTES

For nearly five years we have
been facing such stupendous Issues
that the average man and woman in
our country does not realize the magnitude of the crisis which is neatly
upon us. Will or will not the Senate,
immediately on its receipt, ratify the
Peace Treaty, which not only includes
but is actually built upon the League
of Nations?
This sounds like a
simple question, but the progress,
even the maintenance, of our .civilization depends upon the answer.
By this time it must be evident to
every thinking person that the Covenant of the League of Nations cannot be torn out of the Peace Treaty;
and it must soon be realized, even by
those whose eyes are temporarily
blinded by political antagonisms, that
an attempt to amend the Covenant at
this juncture is fraught with danger,
since the condition of many countries,
as a result of hunger and of general
war upheaval, is so unstable that revolution may break out at almost any
moment if peace between the nations
is not at once established.
The making now of reservations is
dangerous to the establishment of the
League, because if Uie United States
either repudiates or stipulates for
special interpretations of certain articles of the Covenant, other nations
will naturally wish to do the same,
with the result that this great Magna
Charta may become devitalized and
Ineffective, if it can be established at
all.
Surely even though not perfect, the
Covenant represento a wonderful step
forward in the life of the world!
Therefore let us make sure that the
United States does her part toy joining the League of Nations at the
earliest possible moment. To this
end let every man and woman write
to our Senators at Washington, urging
them to ratify the Peace Treaty including the Covenant, without amendments or reservations.
Rose Dabney Malcolm Forbes.
Pres. League for Permanent Peace
June 28, 1919.

For Sale: Oats by the bundle or
ton; also alfalfa by the ton. See
Cesáreo Garcia, Manzano, N. M.

AMERICAN SOVEREIGNTY
AND MONROE DOCTRINE

Strayed or Stolen: One Jersey
yearling heifer calf, has point of one
horn broken. No biands. Will pay reward for return to S. W. Parton, onr
mile southwest of town.
tp

"Why do they call mining property

a claim?''
"Too often you
it is."

find

out that

is

all

The Monroe Doctrine, as originally
ínnounced, served as a shield, which
the United States held over itself and
over weaker states on the American
continents as a protection against
European interference and European
encroachment. It was and is a
national policy which protects North
and South America and makes for
peace on these continents.
There is real danger now, however,
e
that the Monroe Doctrine will
carried so far and with so high a
hand that the real value of the polfcy
will be lost.
Senator Knox made the following
amazing statement in his recent
speech in the Senate: "Its (The
Monroe Doctrine) precise character,
the extent, method and time of its
application, the means of compelling
its observance, all are matters of our
high and uncontrolled will and sovereign prerogative. We, the United
States, cannot answer to any one
else in respect to it. We use it when,
as, and to the extent we need it
There can be no limitation upon it,
except our requirements, our will, and
our force oí arms. Whatever security
we may need within its purview, it
must give if we ask it."
That sounds like Trietschke. It is
an announcement of unlimited will,
backed by. arms, to be. exercised as
the United States alone determines
her own requirements to be. Such
an immoderate statement of the Monroe Doctrine weakens and does riot
strengthen
it. It is an extreme
statement of the doctrine, calculated
to cause trouble and. friction on the
American .continents. The Doctrine
so stated is not unlike the doctrine
which Germany sought to apply to
Europe v...
Senator Knox would refuse to submit to conciliation any dispute growing out of the application of the
Monroe Doctrine, whether such dispute were between the Unitd States
and an American state or between
the United States and a
slate. On the American continent the arbitrary will of the United
States backed by force is to prevail.
The- other nations agree, in the Covenant of the League of Nations, to
submit to conciliation all
disputes; that is, those which
grow out of questions of policy. Ia
the United States to demand that she
alone be relieved from such obligation and on the ground that, when
her interests are involved, her absolute will shall prevail? How does this
differ from the German position in
Europe?
The fact is that the Monroe Doctrine now that it has been recognized
in the Covenant of the League of Na;
ions Is adequately protected.
It is such pronouncements as that
of Senator Knox and not the wise
provision in the Covenant of the
League of Nations which threaten thq
usefulness of the Monroe Doctrine.
JOSEPH WALKER.
of the Honse, Mas.
June 30, 1919.
-

SHOW rOSJTO.NEP INDEFINITELY

There arc many false standards
The first of the week, S. A. Eohlin of value, but what do yon think
was in Mountainair, and made ar- of jiidrinr the wealth of a man
rangements to put on "Len Reese's by the price of his automobile?

,

The regular show of Moving ricture
will be put on by the Meltons on Sat-

urday night.

DK.

A.

Lungs

E. HOLLO WAY
mid Stomach

Discuses
Located at Jas. H. Rhoades'
Mountainair, N. M.
Fcniul

ft

"When mother is in a hurry to
go somewhere the children can always be relied upon to get all
dirty just as she is ready to start.

habitual smoker wjio is oijt
of tobacco is nervous, but did
An

you ever notice a girl who had
lost her powder puff?
"I think," she said, "that kissing's
foolish, don't you?"
"Well," he replied, "there certainly is a good deal of foolishness connected with it."
They looked earnestly at each other a little while. Then she wriggled
around and said:
"Oh, dear! I feel so foolish this
evening! I wonder what's the matter
with me?"

Let Your Senators
Know That You Want
Them to Ratify the
Peace Treaty Without
Reservations or Amend
ments.

s

PASTl'KE SOW

YOflt RYE EARLY,

Wanted: To exchange seed
for wheat. See Dr. G. II. Buer.

We have Plenty of Home Grown Seed.

rve

Ask Your Grocer for Wolf's Premium Flour and Meal
Rye Flour Goes at
1. per sack
We aleo have mixed feed for Chickens.
Oyster Shells
.03
per ponnd

-3

For Sale: New Edison Phonograph and bunch of fine records.
Also fine Jersey cow. See Dr. G.
II. Buer.

1--

2

Cash for good Second Hand Bags.
Try our Egg Producer, Recommended by Dra. Bvcr
and Hector.

Hercules EnFor Sale: A
gine, new, not run over 2 weeks. Uses
either gasoline or kerosene. Have
no use for same so will sell at factory price less freight. T. F.
12 miles north of Mountainair.

Mul-lin- s,

Mountainair Produce Company
Wanted: To purchase a 2
inch Farm Wagon. Call at this
1--

2

office.

For Sale:

Good milk cow; algood bean harvester. See Ira
Collins, 5 miles southeast of Moun
tainair.
so,

For Sale:-Wa- rted
Hubbard,
Pike's Peak and Orange Squash;
one cent per pound at patch. Chas
Ilibler,
tainair.

8

miles southeast of Moun-

For Sale
half sections of
land, half mile apart; 12 head of
horses and mules; 15 head ettle.
All kinds of farm implements, 40
acres teed. J ra C. Bruce.
4tp
For Sale : A few good mares
and mules. Prices & terms right.
J. II. Doyle, 1 mile north of town.

Suits and Coats

If you want corn cut with a
new corn binder, see Simpson &
Farmer. Two miles east of Mountainair, we will treat you right.

For Sale:

-- Good!

AV'agon. See

11.

With our wide range of sizes to
select from, we can offer some very
alluring bargains in Coats and Suite
to all who are ready to take full
advantage of them.

14 inch Farm

L. Shaw.

For Sale:
Oar.

f) passenger Cadilla
Or might trade. See 11. Sel-

lers,

Mountainair, N.M.

For Sale:
farm land,

m

The Latest Fashions

94-t- f

acres of good
miles northwest of
Mountainair; all fenced; well of
good water; some fruit trees now
hearing; 21 acres in cultivation;
house and other improvements. Inquire this of fio?.
120

These comprise the season's newest offering of styles, as to cut, material and colors.
The same patterns that will be worn by the
fashionable women of the larger cities will be
on display in our store for your selection.
We recommend early inspection while the
stock is still complete.

6

For Sale: Seed Rye, guaranteed strictly clean. $5.00 per 100
lbs. W. B. Hoyland, 3 miles r
of

City Store Quality

Mountainair.

For Sale: -- Good Seed Rye, 3e
per pound. See L. A. Williams,
northeast of Mountainair.

at Bargain Prices

.J

3

otintainair,

For Sale: Some good milkcows
and younger' stock. Reasonable.
See II. C. Stauffer, southwest of

IN.

M.

Mountainair.

Strayed:!

mare mule, 8 years
branded steeple bar on right
shoulder; one
filly,with
halter, no brands. Will pay a reward of $25.00 for return of same.
1). E. Stewart.
old,

n

Our New Buildsng
We arc now in our now building

old location, and will he Ineiter

across

the street from our

prepared

to serve you than

ever before. We will have a complete line of Fresh Groceries,

FRESH COW FOR SALE
JERSEY-GUERNSE- Y

,

both staple and fancy, and will make the prices as low :s

3

years oldwith heifer calf (24
Jersey), a gentle milker. A 1
both as to quantity and rielf

with the market,
&

Cooper's Heights,
;

'Mountainair,
K
-

M.

.

PARIS

SHOE

STORE
10.7 N. First St.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Electric Shoe Repair Shop
Out of town business solicited.
Send your shoes by Parcel Post,
and we guarantee the work.
P. Matteucci, Proprietor
REWARD!
I will pay $10.00 reward for
evidence that will convict anyone
breaking windows or defacing or
destroying any property in my
charge.
R. L. SHAW.
Figure with the Willard Mercantile Co., before buying any
Farm Implement, Wagon, Windmill or Gasoline Engine.
tf

Dr.

Itcmember we handle Farms r's

duce, butter, eggsj chickens,

ness. of; milk.
:
Mrs; Amy Hector,

-

le

Singing Jazz Band Orchestra," at the
Electric Theatre Saturday night of
this week. He posted the town and
expected to bring in his troup. This
.morning Manager Melton received a
telegram from him, to the effect that
he would have to cancel the date nt
this time, on account of poor train
service.
He expects to make Mountainair on his return trip in November, in hopes that the train service
will be improved ere then.

FOR KAIiLY FALL

part-tim-

far the attempts to organize a local post of the American Legion have
not met with success, not sufficient
number of
men having gotten together. Another meeting has
been called for next Sunday afterFoe Sale: Few Black Langsliang
noon, and every
man in the
Cockerels. See Mrs. W. B. Williams,
vicinity is urged to be present.
'Mountainair, N. M.
So

RATIFY THE TREATY
WITHOUT RESERVATIONS

J. E. KRAFT
Dentist

vegetables, etc.

'

Í

(

i

Pro-

Come in and

see us when in town.

arket

M ouniaiiiair
D,

S

i
t
t

WOMACK, Proprietor

II,

i

:::::::::::::...:.:..:.:...:.
When You
Want a Good

mm mm
WE HAVE THEM

Piñón Hardware

&

Furniture Co. Mountainair, íí.

M.

THE INDEPENDENT
$2.00 per year worth the price

Rooms 1, 2, 3, Barnett Building, Albuquerque, N. M. (over B Theatre.)
Appointments mad
r mail or phone.

i.

THE M0UXTAIXA1II INDEPENDENT
I

East Mesa

i

from.

No

frost has been reported.

Hon. Venceslao Romero,

represen-

NECESSITY
-

j

'tative in the legislature from Tor-- j
jiance county, wag up the first of the
Special Correspondence.
Mr. Fields is to he out on the Roat
real soon.

week from Duran. He says Duran is
all right with the exception that some

j

j

G. T. McCulloh

and folks spent

Sat-

urday in town.

thieves are abroad there. Tuesday
night the house of Manuel Olguin was
burglarized, also the store of M. S.
Sanchez & Bro. Dr. Sanford was re- lieved of twenty dollars in cash.

i

Mrs. George Fuchs, was
den home Sunday.

at the

Hid-

S. DeVancy

last week,

began threshing beans

líe threshed

75

OF fl

acres for

Elliston which made about
Mr. Jesse Deuson made a business 40000 lbs and is now threshing for
trip to the city Friday.
Wm. Wright. He has about 100 acres
morí to thresh. Progreso News.
Mrs. S. H. Hibden and mother visited at the Deuson home Saturday.
Ray

"I think," she said, "that klssing's
foolish, don't you?"
iTIÍE A B G OF THE
"Well." he replied, "there certain- ;ly
is a good deal of foolishness con- '
LEAGUE OF NATIONS netted with it."
They looked earnestly at each oth- er a little while. Then she wriggled
By DR. FRANK CRANE.
'around and said:
1. What is His League of Nations?
"Oh, dear! I feel so foolish this
A. A union of the strongest civilized
evening! I wonder what's the matter
iintions formed at the conclusion of
with me?"
the great war.
2. What is its object?
A. First, to promote the Teace .of
Assistant Secretary Breckenridge
by agreeing not to resort to Long said at a Washington
dinner
j

LEAGUE GF NATIO
j

'

$

Should Eliminatt War in Ninety.
Nine Out of One Hundred
Case 3.
I

wish to maintain the proposition

that a League of Nations is not only

desirabla but an absolute, necessity
and for three reasons, any one of
wh'ch would be sufficient to justify
l:a t phrase.
First, It is a necessity for winding
t'P the war. We must not forget that
this war has unsettled almost everything ; has destroyed nations, and
lias created new nations on paper,
such ns Finland, Poland,
the Ulkraine ,and
the Balkan Statea and some
bodies hice Armenia, the
Caucasus, and Palestine. These small
Ftates will be even more at the mercy
of the great statea than Belgium was,
if we do not guarantee in some way
(heir independence.
Then there are the great problems
of the landlocked countries, which
must have an outlet to the sea, and of
certain International areas, like the
Bosphorus, which must be adminls-:erc- d
Then
by a league of nations.
there aro the German Colonies, which
need, fcr obvious reasons, to be administered internr tionally.
Finally, as Mr. Taft predicted, this
peace treaty is as long as the moral
law. It will require interpretation,
and it will require enforcement, for
both of which we need a league of
nations.
Secondly, we need 3t In order to
avoid a recurrence of wfcat has constituted a veritable curse even In
times of peace, competitive armaments.
competition
International
in ermies and navies leaves the nations in (he end in substantially the
rams relative positions as in the beginning. Yet we, must each in
keep up in this race. To Europe this will mean economic ruin; to
us, high taxes.
There are business men who are
fighting shy of the idea of a league
of nations with the thought that it Is
going to unsettle trade internationally
afraid, perhap3, that the tariff will
But any
be disturbed in some way.
possible gain that could he had by
maintaining the status quo would be
cancelled many times over by the loss
from the taxes enormously high
which would be required to keep tip
our end in this international competition In armaments. Our own country, in spite of its wealth, would he
reduced a long way toward poverty.
This world would he scarcely fit to
t

j

Second, to deal Ojienly with
other, rot by secst treaties.
Third, to Improve international law.
in all matters of
Fourth, to
common concern.
3. Docs it presume to end war?
A. No more than any government
can end crime. It claims to reduce the
liability of war.
4. What will be done to any nation
that makes war?
A. It will be boycotted and otherwise penalized.
5. How else will the probability of
war.
each

a,

Round Mound

Ernest
Mr. Lawerence Stewart.
Special Correspondence.
Smith and Claud Yarbrough, were
Jack Frost came to visit us last
shopping in the city Saturday.
night.
Miss Esther McCulloh opened her
J. M. Wood now rides in a big car,
school at Liberty, Monday. We wish s oit is Mr. Wood now.
her much success in her school term.
Smith and daughters,
Ethel and Dovie, and Miss Ora Steward made a business trip to the city
Wednesday.
Misses

Dr.

Our school is getting
with seventeen enrolled.

along

fine

J. T. Hodgin is busy gathering his
pumpkins, of which he has quite a
few.

Our Route Carrier, Mr. Hruce, only
Monday
came out once last week.
out,
get
only
day
was the
he could
busy
for he is
at threshing beans.

Mr. Fuchs made a trip to Willard
Tuesday taking a load of wood and
some melons and pumpkins.

We'have had two very hard rains
The Mesa hill roads are something
terrible. But we know of folks in and some hail this week, which has
this community who make a trip over damaged beans that were yet In the
these roads almost every day in tlie'r field, somewhat.
new car.
Dr. Ottosen of Willard was atRound
Mound Tuesday vaccinating some of
Mr. Edd Phillips
returned from the pupils. All who were
vaccinated
Mr.
iVama, Arizona,
Saturday.
are doing well.
Phillips has spent almost a year in
O I C U R O K
the mines at that place. He was
glad to get back to the Mesa and we
were glad to have him.
O I C U R Right.

Center Point

lt4iiitijlii4ilii,l(iiaitlii,ii
Willard

Special Correspondence.
We had another big rain Tuesday
night.
Floyd Anglin is all smiles.
It's a
boy. Mother and babe are doing fine.

From Willard

Record
Ben Bailey and family, Miss Alta
Jesse and Linas Welch spent Sunday
Judge J. L. Jones and ye scribe
at Mountainair the guest of II. M.
a business trip to Xray Tuesmade
Brocaw and family.
day.
J. S. Wisdom was home this week
J. L. Ward and family are arrangfrom the Ranger oil fields and shipped two car of horses Friday to the ing for a few month's visit in Texas,
expecting to leave in a few days.
Ft. Worth market.

Homer Jackson of La Gran Quivira
Santa Fe Engine 3519 that blew up
visited
our school Tuesday and rejust west of Willard on Sunday afterports
their
school as doing fine.
noon about two years ago has been
rebuilt, and passed through here on
Mrs. Alice Wright, who has been
the first trip last Friday.
visiting
her brother, G. E. Nix, ref 4 41
to her home at Byers, Oklaturned
J. J. Thompson had the misfortune
Saturday of having the second finger homa.
on his left hand blown off. He was
Our schqol opened Tuesday, the 7th.
connecting up a tank of oxygen gas
23 pupils
with
enrolled. Mr. O. L.
with a moving picture machine when
Jackson is in charge, and we hope for
one of the connections bursted.
a good school.
The New Mexico Bean Growers Association opened the bean market at
S cents but have been unable to hold
this price on account of the jobbers
who have been putting beans on the
market at 6 cents. Beans are now
being sold for $6.50 to $6.75 f.p.b. the
shipping point but those who can are
advised to hold their beans as the
price will likely advance.

Heflin,
and
Mr. Grooms
Ranee Giles have each purchased a
thresher so when it quits raining the
frijoles may be threshed.
L.

H.

Sunday school every Sunday, and
Singing every 1st and 3d Sunday. All
are welcome. Come and let's have a
good time in a good cause.
Julia Reed of this place is
visiting her husband, who is working at Romero's sawmill in Red
Canon. Mr. Reed has been engineer
for. Mr. Romero about 3 years.
Mrs.

Estancia

News is scarce as everybody is busy
witli their crops uf beans and feed
From News-ller-al- d
stuff. Most everyone has sufficient
Ralph Roberson killed a rattlesnake corn and cane to provide them with
near his dwelling in town one day feed for another year, if it is not;
last week. It has been several years ruined by too much rain.
since a like occurance was reported
Probably the snake was
in town.
T. W. Adams and C. M. Ward have
hunting winter quarters.
purchased a threshinfc outfit. T. V.
Ludlow has a new outfit also, and hu
J. W. Ketehersid, who lives eight just finished threshing his own crop.
miles west of Cederyale, was in Es- He has moved to R. Siggornón's and
tancia recently. He reports crops Is at work on the frijoles there.
ftna in his neighborhood. He says he
has a tine crop of corn from seed takWe have just received a letter from
en from a sack bought for feed last W. D. Garrison, who Is atVian, Okla-

winter.
Clyde Lee, west of town, is the first
we have heard of to finish threshing
beans. He got a yield of about 750
acre between 90,000 and
pounds
100.000 pounds. We hear he has sold

pr

at about

$6

per hundred.

cut-thro-

The past week has been farily favorable for the bean farmers, and con
Until the mothers of the land
slderahle progress was made with
work. There were a few shove) h, but strike for shorter hours, the reno heavy rainfall as far as heard public won't fail.

Claimant names as witnesses:
J. W. (íarrison, V. C. Harrison,
q
Fulfer, A. V. Fuller ' all of
M
Mountainair

I

party:

Francisco

Delirado, Register

"

1--

NvncK ron

p

P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof,

itblm ation

to estabish claim to the land above
described, before United States
Commissioner, at Mountainair,
Torrance Co., New Mexico, on the
10th day of November 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
W.W. Webb, I). IT. P.ass, Merlin Shofncr, Frank "Webb, all of

U. S.

Czecho-Slovakl-

7-

Switzerland, Venezuela.
8. What ether netions may Join?
A. Any
State which
will agree to the rules of the League,
provided the League accepts it.
9. What Agencies will the League
have?
A. (1) An Assembly, composed of
representatives of all the
member Nations,
(2) i Council of Nine,
('!)

a .Secretary-General- ,

(I)

n

(5)
(0)

Mandatary Commission, to
look after colonies, etc.,
a Permanent Commission, for
military questions,
Buvarious International
reaus such as the Postal
;

Mandataries.

What is a Mandatary7
A. Sume one nation designated by
the League to attend to the welfure of
"backward peoples residing in colonies
of die Central Empires, or in territories (aken from them." This Is to be
a "sacred trust," and In selecting a
mandatary the wishes of the people
cf the area in question shall be the
O.

i

j

ler.ee,

14. Does not hn League take away.
the Constitutional right cf Congress to
declare war?
A. No. The League can advise war;
Congress alono can Declare war.
15. Docs it destroy the Monrce Doctrine?
A. Exactly the contrary.
For the
first lime in h'story (lie other nations
recognize the Monroe Doctrine; and.
extend It to all the world.
16. Docs it . ot
with Treaty
Making Powc.-- of the United States?
A. No. It is a Treaty. We can make
nr. y Treaty we please.
17. Would wc have had the Great.
War if W3 had had this League?
A. No
That War cost the world
over 7,000,000 lives and 200,000,000,000,
I

j

s

!

17&8,

dollars.
Of

18.

what

Importance

th.

is

Lcaout?

the greatest deed of man-'- ,
the history of the world.
19. Mi- -, r.ot anyone a right to ob-- '
'
jeet to tlio League?
A. It Is

k'r.d

In

A. Ves.

one

This

Is a

free country.

Any-

has a right to any opinion

he

CllMS'S.

j

O.
Why is the League 0 bitterly
opposed, by a few?
A. r.eeause,
unfortunately,
ony
Trc:u y or League mast h .mule by the
pivsidenl, and a President Is chosen
by a political parly and many
Hrs of the opposite Party think they
urust decry vl.uimr he does.
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DELGADO, Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
September 9, 1919.
day of November 1919.
Notice is hereby given that WilClaimant names as witnesses:
liam W. Webb, of Mountainair, N. M.,
W. B. Yarbrough, W. J. Johnson, who, on August 25, 1916, made Home
D. L. Johnson, J. P. Allison, all of stead Entry, No. 027619, for Lots
Mountainair, N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register ship 2 north, Range 8 east, N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above deNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
scribed, before United States Commissioner, at Mountainair, Torrance
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at anta Fe. N. M. Co., New Mexico, on the 3rd day of
September 9, 1919. November 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Notice is hereby given that Levin
W. W. Shofner, Merlin Shofner, W.
A. Ainsworlh, of Mountainair, N. M.,
A. Hyatt, Frank Webb, all of Mouwho on October 9, 1916, made Homentainair, N. M.
stead Entry, No. 028228, for Lots 1, 2,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
3, 4 and S V2 N
'2, Section ', Township 2 north, Range 8 ea:t N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intenNOTICE FOR Ft BLICATION
tion to make three year proof, to establish claim to t lie land above
Department of the Interior
before United States Commis- U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
sioner, at Mountainair, Torrance Co.,
September 9, 1919.
New Mexico, on the 4th day of Nohereby
given
Notice
is
that Ppifanir
vember 1919.
Chavez, of Willard, N. M., who, on
Claimant names as witnesses:
May
10.
1918,
made,
Additional
S. L. Keithley, W. S. Nichols, C. M.
Entry,
No.
Homestead
027255,
for E
Biggs, Will Webb, all of Mountainair,
V2
NE i & N y2 SE 14, Section 34,
N. M.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register Township 5 north, Range 8 east, N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make three year Proof,
to establish claim (0 the land above
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
described, before United States Commissioner, at Mountainair, Torrance
Xew Mexico, on the 3rd day of
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. November 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
September 9, 1919.
Saturnino Lueras, Clemente Lit-Notice is hereby given that William
Hyatt, of Xray, Torrance Co., New jeras, Victoriano Romero, Juan
who, on August 25, 1916, made mero.'all of Willard, N. M.
Homestead Entry, No. 027618, for S'j, 'FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
V, Section 4, Township 2 north.Range
8 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before United
Department of the Interior
States Commissioner, at MountainU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
air, Torrance Co., New Mexico, on
September 9, 1919.
the 3rd day of November 1919.
is
Notice
hereby
given that JoaClaimant names as witnesses:
Willie Nichols, Merlen Shofner, quin Romero, of Mountainair, N. M.,
Hugh Shofner, Ernest Gooch, all of who, on August 28, 1916, made Homestead Entry, No. 027649, for SE V Sec
Xray, N. M.
23, NE 14, Section 26, Township 3
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
north, Range 6 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to
make three year Proof, to establish
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
claim to the land above described, before United States Commissioner, at
Mountainair, Torrance Co., New MexDepartment of the Interior
ico, on the 3rd day of November 1919.
0ffi''e at SantaFe vivr
names as witnesses:
September 11, 1919 Claimant
Gregorio Sanchez, Manuel Barela,
Xotice is hereby (riven that M. A, Ilullington,
Manuel
Joseph M. Iiced, of Mountainair, all hi Mountainair, N. M. Archuleta,
X. M., who, on August 30, 1916,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
made homestead entry,' Xo. 027437
S.

U.

1--
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principal consideration.
11. Does the League mean a Super-- ;
nation?
A. No. It Interferes in no way with
any Nation's Sovereignty, except to
limit its power to attack other nations.'
12. Can any Nation withdraw when
'
it wishes?
A. Yes.
The League is Advisory,
ive, not coercive.
and
13. Does tlio League put Peace
bpyo;
Justice and National Honor?
A. No. It puts Reason before Via-- '

GEORGE WASHINGTON ON
ADOPTiO Í OF CONSTITUTION

Entry,

-

j

Union, etc.,
(7)

Homestead

Section 28, Township 2 north, Range
8 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make three
year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before United
States Commissioner, at Mountainair,
Torrance Co., New Mexico, on the 4th

g

pre-Fer-

opened for future amendments and
I think it would be wiso
m ire roopie to accept wnai is onered
o them."

her 1919.

Com-ml.isiv.-

t.

and

4

Department of the Interior
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
September 9, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Victoriano Romero, of Willard, N. M.,
who, on May 10, 1918, made Additional Homestead Entry, No. 027681,
for E 'z NW Vi, W V2 NE Vi, Section Mountainair, X. M.
34, Township 5 north, Range 8 east,
Munitions,
Francisco Delgado, Register
(3) control and prevent Disease,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
(4) promote the work of the Red intention to make three year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
Cross, nn.l
NOTICE FOli PUBLICATION
(5) establish International
described, before United States
Buat Mountainair, Forren
reaus for other Causes that
Department of the Interior
Co., New Mexico on the 3rd flay of
concern the human race.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
7. Who are to be Charter Members November 1919.
September 9, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Of the League?
given that Frank
hereby
is
Notice
Saturnino Lueras, Epifanio ChaA. The United States' of America,
N. M., who,
Mountainair,
of
Schmitz,
Belgium, Bolivia, Ilrazll, British Em- vez, Juan Romero, Clemente Lueras, on August 15 1916, made Homestead
pire, Canada, Australia, South Africa, all of Willard, N. M.
Entry, No. 027436, for E
SW M,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register
New Zealand, India, China, Cuba,
Section 33, Township 4 north, Range
Eucndor,
France,
east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hedjaz,
notice of intention to make three
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
year Proof, to establish claim to the
Honduras, Italy, Japan, Liberia, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Poland, Portuland above described, before United
Commissioner, at Mountainair,
gal, Rumania, Serbia, Shim, Uruguay
States
Department of the Interior
and the following states which are in- U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Torrance Co., New Mexico, on the 4th
day of November 1919.
vited to accede to the covenant: ArgenSeptember 9, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
tine Republic, Chili, Colombia, DenNotice is hereby given that Albert
W B. Hoyland, E. G. Ingraham, P.
Norway,
Paraguay,
mark, Netherlands,
H. Yarbrough, of Mountainair, N. M.,
M. Miller, Clem Shaffer, all of MouSpain,
Sweden, who, on October
Persia, Salvador,
1916, made
19,

A collective
the inevitable disputes.
police force takes the place of national military forces. The national
pride which so often leads to war will
be transferred to keeping treaties.
No longer will a nation need to go to
war to "save its face" rather than re- cede from an untenable position; for
the award of the third party will
Furthermore,
its
whatever disarmament takes place
will tend to diminish the danger of
war and reduce its scale if It comes.
Many people are indifferent to or
scornful of the idea of a league of
nrtions chiefly because they lack the
imagination to realize the horrible
al;ornative.
In order ,then ,to wind up this war,
to prevent oppressive taxes in times
of peace, and to prevent future wars,
we need a League of Nations.
But besides these three reasons,
which are purely selfish, there is a
reason which outweighs them all. Irrespective of our interests, irrespective of the fortunes of any man or
party, we are in honor bound to do
this thing. Our boys went abroad, to
make the world ''safe for democracy,"
We owe it to
and to do it forever.
them that their labors shall not have
been in vain. We are talking about
erectin;: monumen's to them memorial arches, and bridges, and buildings.
Let us flr3t erect a monument
which will not only commemorate but
perpetuate their work, the monument
of a League of Nations.
IRVING FISHER,
Professor Yale University,
Dept. Political Economy.

1787
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mutual and proportionate disarmament; by exchange
lug military Information, by providing
fur arbitration, by protecting each nation's territorial integrity and by educating public opinion to see the folly
of war.
6. What else docs the League propose to do for Mankind?
A, (1) Secure fair treatment
for
labor, .
(2) suppress the White
Slave
Traffic, the sale of dangerous
Drugs, and the traille In War

live in.
We have reached the parting of the
ways as to our policy on armaments.
Either we must compete with the rest
of the world, or combine with thé
rest of the vorld.
The third and most Important reason for a league is to prevent the recurrence of a world war.
A league should eliminate war in
9!) out of 100 cases, because It affords another way than war to settle

During the years

2

0-- 1

be lessened?
A. By voluntary,

at

George Washington hi over 50 different letters expressed his hope that
the Constitution for a League of thirteen states might be ratified; many
homa. He has deen getting all die of his remarks are extraordinarily 'apsweet potatoes, peaches, apples and plicable in the present discussion of
water melons, hi could eat, but says our ratification of the Covenant for
he may conic back to old Mountain-air- . the League of Nations. "The Constitution that is submitted, is not free
from imperfection, but there are as
few radical defects in it as could well
All the feeble-minde- d
tiro hot in be expected, considering the heteroasylums. Some of them profess geneous ma3s of which the Conven
to understand international poli- tion was composed and the 'diversity
of interests that are to be attended,
tics.
aoor i
to. as a wonsuiuuonai

1--

"These opponents of the League of
G
Nations are calamity howlers. In
every event they see universal chaos NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
and the end of all things. They're like
the old lady with neurasthenia.
Department of the Interior
"A neurasthenic old lady was al- - tT s Lim(1 0ffíefi
X.M.
flt gantaP
ways thinking she was dying. She
September 11, 1919
was always sending to he.r relatives
Notice is hereby given that
to come and bid her a last farewell. Mary M. "Webb, widow and heir,
The other day she telegraphed to her and for the heirs of Thomas K.
sister:
Webb, of Mountainair, X. M.,wlio
" 'Am dying. Come at once.'
on May 11, 1916, made homestead
entry, Xo. 026341, for Lots 1, 2,
"Her sister telegraphed back:
" 'Am dying also. Meet you on the 3, 4, X 2 S
Section 33,Tovn-shi"
3
8 east, X. M.
Range
other side.'
north,

war

self-defens- e,

self-respec-

J

1--

2

S

4;

j

the-Worl-

nt

Mr. John Stewart
and daughter.
Misa Ora hauled water from Hibden's
well Tuesday.

SW
See 3- X
SE
XE
and Lots l"& 2,
Section l.Township 1 north.líanpé
'$ cast,, X. M. 1. Meridian has filed
notice of intention to make three
jyear Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described
.
' before
IT.
l imed Mates
Commissioner at
Mountainair, Torrance Co., Xrw
México, on the 10th day of Nov m
1--

.

Czecho-Slo-caki-

Jugo-Slavi-

!f0r X
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Personal and jocal
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Why Pay More?

I

Í

'Hope deferred

LOUDER THAN WORDS. LET US GIVE YOU OUR PRICES
ON EVERYTHING THE NEXT TIME YOU ARE IN TOWN.

!

t

WE DON'T OFFER AS A LEADER ANY ONE ARTICLE-B- UT
CHEAPER.
WE WILL SELL YOU MERCHANDISE
IF DOLLARS AND CENTS APPEAL TO YOU TRY U- S-

may be neces-

A

to be "shown."

I
i
I

i
tZ

MOUNTAIN AIR

MORIARTY

t
f
V

!
!

i

Z

Z

Diamond

M

Flour

$6.00 per 00 lbs.
1

t
t
I

t

I

We have just unloaded a car of High Patent Diamond M
Flour. This Flour is so well known here that we do not have
to tell of its quality, but if you have been using some other
brand of Flour let us sell you a sack with the strongest possible guarantee viz. take a sack of this Flour and use part of
it and if you are not pleased with it return the rest and your
money will be cheerfully refunded.
We are making a leader of

Diamond M Flour,

$6.00 per 1 00

You cannotafford not to Buy Flour

!

at this price
Z

41

car of 10 oz. Bean Bags this week.
Buy the heavy bags so that your beans can be shipped in the
same bags then you do not have to buy them twice.

Willard Mercantile Co.
t
t

"The Store that Leads the Way."
ENCINO

Z

z

í
t
t
I
z
z

!
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V
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MOUNTAIN AIR

WILLARD

Z
Z

Los

Another good effect of prohibition

after is noticed on rainy days when you see
men with umbrellas that never could

Estancia Valley flour Mills
(Federal License, No. CI 40698)

f

Hunters who crave turkey and deer
and are waiting impatiently for the
arrival of October 20 when the deer
and turkey season opens, should remember that a new law passed by the
fourth state legislature requires ths
use of soft nose bullets for killing
deer. The law is fonnd in chapter
133. which says no deer shall be killed or shot, at with steel or hard pointed bullets. The law was passed t
protect the deer form painful wounds
which might be inflicted by high power rifles.
No deer may be killed between sunset and
hour before sunrise.

NOTARY PUBLIC
Deeds, Mortgages and Bills
of Sale Properly Drawn
and Acknowledged

Mountainair, N.

Own a Dort and You will Like it

Abo

Hi--

Nt

BO$

COME OUT HERE

M.

'4

tANowN $cme op
$OMETWVM' 'fcT nIE NEED,

Willard, N. M.

uf

VNHZ - DONT
HARDIN KNOW HOW
GO

3Ut

We have installed a No. 2 Delco Lighting plant and are
equipped to charge and repair storage batteries.
Our mechanics are expsrienced and are capable of taking care of all your troubles especially electrical.
See our line of second hand cars.

GrfcE

BOUT y

P'fcAV

rewards for the purchase of War Saving Stamps. The banks regret that
this has happened, but it was through
no fault of theirs, as they were assured that the department would furnish the Grenade Banks as promised.
Consequently the banks will be unable to furnish the Grenade Banks
under the awards as promised. Magdalena New.

i

t'
Nfc KVN
y

GUE$$

ill!

get your license, and then get one of my cards,
which gives you information about skinning for
mounting.
Have that head mounted. It will also look
nice and will be a pleasant reminder of the day
you got him,

JACK DAVIS
I

Expert Taxidermist

Mountainair, N. M.

f
V

Over

Our Bargain Counter this Fall?
both broke and unbroke,
which we are going to sell for less than they are worth,
to keep from carrying them over. We will sell these
on your own terms and give you until next fall on
half of the purchase price if you desire. It will be
wortli your while to look this property over.
We have horses and mules,

i

! MOUNTAINAIR STATE BANK
!
V
Capital
Surplus
and
$35,000
t
!
Member Federal Reserve System
t
Í

Í
I
f
V

f

t
t
t
V

t
t
t
t
t
t
t

f

Don't buy
can

z

Mr. Farmer, we wish to call your attention to the fact
hat our Company does not want you to finance it by buying
acks from us. We could sell, sacks to you at a profit the same
other Bean dealers are doing but that is not our idea of do-n- g
business. Our business is buying and selling Beans. Not
'uying and selling Bean Bags. We will loan you sacks to use
n hauling your Beans to toforn and then after they are cleaned
ve sack them in new heavy weight Bags, which insure their
eaching the Market in first class condition and a new custo-e- r
means a permanent one. Don't make the mistake of
hinking that price of other Buyers is higher than our offer.
Ifou must remember that their price includes a new sack and
leaning charges while our price is always net. To those who
ave bought bag3, we wish to advise that we will take them in
t cost to you,
Don't fail to get our bid before selling.

I
I'

z

Í
z
z

z
z

z
z
1

The Trinidad Bean & Elevator Co.

t
t

United States Food Administration License No. G 07471
J. C. BIXLER, Manager. R. SELLERS, Superintendent
MOUNTAINAIR, NEW MEXICO
--

z

Í

I

ali

Announcement
t

Mr. R. Sellers, having accepted the superintendency of
the local plant of the Trinidad Beau & Elevator Co I
.
win continue the Heal Estate business alono
If you
Avant to sell your lands, list with ine. If lookimr
home, come and let me tell you what I have. My motto
will continue to be
"A Square Deal for Everybody."

i
t

1

t
t
Í

t

fr

I

R. L. SHAW

Z

I
Í

Office, across from the Bank
Mountainair, N. M.

'4

?

The Bimp famiy did not gq t the
mountains this summer, but bought a
watermelon instead.

Deer Hunting
It may be your last chance. The season
lasts only 15 days this year beginning October
20. It may be closed entirely another year. So

!
!

to Look

m

The Kitlies are disappointed over a
recent telegram received by the banks
from the treasury department
in
which it is announced that the government has cancelled its arrangements to manufacture grenades into
Grenade Savings Banks, they would
be unable to supply these banks as

VN00L.0
JOGr NER
Nfc-'&o-

t
i

I Are You Going

one-ha- lf

MICKIE SAYS

Garage

Wa

Schol-l- e

The Willard Mercantile Company is
erecting an apartment house on the
A girl who is "a regular fellow," east side of their block, for the use of
makes a big hit with the men but their employees.
somehow they don't marry her. And
3IO RK MOISTURE AXI
maybe she doesn't want them to.
CLOUDY WEATHER
The Mountainair Independent says
Monday was another rainy day, folthat Willard is beginning to put on
city clothes. Open backs for the wo- lowing an electrical storm Sunday
night. There were several showers,
men and corset coats for the men.
Albuquerque Journal.
although the precipitation
was not
great. The moisture was sufficient,
The Mountainair Independent cele- however, to call
a halt with the
brated its fourth birth-da- y
last week. threshing.
It is a dandy publication and a credit On Tuesday night another
electrical
to the town. We predict a great fu- storm accompanied
by a little rain
ture for the baby newspaper. State visited Mountainair. It is reported
Record.
that a few miles north of toMjn, the
rain was very heavy and the roads
I WANT YOUR SUBSCRIPTIONS
are muddy. On the Mesa southeast
of town, the rain was also much
I am again agent for the Curtis heavier,
not only making the roads
Publishing Company, and will appre- very muddy, but also stopping the
ciate taking your subscriptions for threshing of beans for a while.
the Saturday Evening Post, The
Country Gentleman and The Ladies
RED CROSS ROLL CALL
Home Journal. Let me save you the
trouble of sending in your subscripThe week of November 2 to 11 has
tions.
been set aside as the time for the
M. McEACHERN.
annual roll call of members this year.
During that week all members will
be
asked to renew their membership
TURKEY RED SEED WHEAT.
and pay their dues for another year
and any who have not been members
Tuikey Red Seed Wheat treated to will be urged to join.
kill smut at $4.50 per hundred sacked.
Are you aware that W. F. Martin living
HUNTERS TAKE WARMS (í
between Mountainair and Estancia raised over 35 busheU of turkey red seed
The 1919 licenses says that the
wheat per acre this year. We bought quail season
starts on Oct. 25th and
the most of his crop, and will sell at the runs till Dec. 31st.
As a matter of
above price as long as the wheat lasts. law,
it does not start till Nov. 1st,
We can also sell cheap wheat fer
chicken feed, and that of course is not and ends Dec. 31st. The law is what
counts. The licenses were printed
treated to kill smut.
before
the law was enacted but vou
If you want to raise a wheat crop
next season prepare your land carefully must stick to the law if you don't
at once, buy the seed and do your best. want to get pinched. If you want to
Other men have raised good wheat in look up the law, it is Chapter 13.1 of
this country, and perhaps you can. Our the acts of the fourth state legisla
Spanish Americans raise it every year. ture, 1919.
We will also have flour and bran for
SOFT.SOSEI) BULLETS
sale.
REQUIRED FOR DEER

At the Independent Office

V

t

improved this morning.

Philip A. Speckmann

Z

ing after mining matters at the
mines.

Capt. E. D. Shaw has been quite ill
this week, but is reported a little

t

Z
Z

Col. O. W. Prichard. of Santa Fe,
was here the first of the week, look-

Albuquerque Tuesday morning.where
she had spent a few days.

Estancia, New Mexico.

t
t

FOR SALE

V

Robert Land came in from
Lunas Tuesday morning to look

keep them in the old days.

& Stockmens Equity Ex. !
PAY CASH AND PAY LESS

ESTANCIA

30 Horses and Mules 30

Mrs. Anna Williams returned Jrom

Z
Z

!

i

Mrs. M. A. Bullington and children
have been on the sicklist, but are

in

I

farmers

I
sick-sick- ."

business matters here.

WHEN WE ARE TODAY SELLING GROCERIES CHEAPER THAN AT ANY TIME SINCE OPENING THE STORE
HERE, WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY, FIGURES SPEAK

!

maketh the heart i R. L. Shaw has been on the
but realization
sometimes list this week at his home north of
makes it sicker.
town.

occasionally
tZ sary strike
but
these days the public has
Z
Z

v

t'
Z

'
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PHESSING
CLEANING
Beat the H. C. L. by having
that old Suit cleaned and
save buying a new one.
Leave your Cleaning and
Pressing at the Citizens IW- ber Shop.
Harney R. Hale,
Mountainair, New Mexico.

2

SS
fiNUED STATES

OfoNAL

fift)lNK

DEPOSITARY-CAPITA- L

The Strongest Bank

Albuquerque.NM

AND SURPLUS

in

$600,000.00

Í

New Mexico
1

Solicits your Business

